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A coded warning of imminent danger sends Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to the fortress-like
country house of the reclusive Jack Douglas. When they arrive too late to prevent a tragic death,
the great detective and his chronicler must follow a series of bewildering clues and find a
murderer who has vanished into thin air.

From School Library JournalGrade 7 Up-A coded warning of imminent danger sends Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson to the country house of the reclusive Jack Douglas. When they arrive
too late to prevent a tragic death, they must follow bewildering clues and find a
murderer.Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.From the Inside Flaping of imminent
danger sends Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to the fortress-like country house of the
reclusive Jack Douglas. When they arrive too late to prevent a tragic death, the great detective
and his chronicler must follow a series of bewildering clues and find a murderer who has
vanished into thin air.
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A Study in Scarlet



Albert J. Valentino, “Easily the second best Holmes Novel - Wonderful Read!!!. The Sherlock
Holmes canon includes a total of 60 stories from the original author, AC Doyle. Of the 60, only
four were full novels including this one. The rest are short stories published in five books, totaling
9 books. The first two stories penned by Doyle were the novels, Study in Scarlet (where Holmes
and Watson first meet), and A Sign of the Four (which includes Watson meeting his wife). This is
followed by short stories in book 3, the Adventures of SH. Ideally the stories are best read in
order, but not critical. Unlike the rest of the canon, the two novels, Hound of the Baskervilles and
Valley of Fear, can be read at any time - especially since they each defy the chronology. Hound
was written about 8 years after the short story, The Final Solution, when Holmes died in a mortal
struggle with the Napoleon of crime, Professor Moriarty, who was also killed. (But, Holmes
doesn't die and is brought back, very cleverly and very credibly, 10 years later, in the story, The
Empty House, written 2 years after Hound. Anyway, 10 years after all that Doyle wrote, The
Valley of Fear - which is one of two stories that include Prof Moriarty - this is not a spoiler to the
story and the Prof is only talked about in present tense. I guess my point is, this novel, and
Hound of the Baskervilles can be read at any time whereas everything else is slightly better if
read in order. Okay, enough of the background on the canon.Valley of Fear is simply a great read
with wonderful twists at the end that the reader will not likely see coming. I would put Valley and
Hound as the two best novels, with Hound perhaps slightly better, but better is all about taste
and preference. Anyway, this novel is broken down into two main parts, Part 1 is the Murder
mystery, who killed...? Part 2 is a backstory, about 20 years earlier and has nothing to do with
Sherlock Holmes. The part 2 story provides the motivation for the murder mystery in part 1. This
format is the same as found in the first two novels but the backstory here is probably the best of
the three - Doyle now has almost 30 years of writing experience. There is a very short part 3, the
Epilogue which brings us back to Baker Street for a final update.The Valley of Fear part 1
mystery the reader gets most of the clues the same time as Holmes does and is more or less
free to try to figure things out himself but as I mentioned, there are twists and nothing in Valley of
Fear is what it seems!!!! One noticeable difference for myself, who has now read 7 of the 9
books, and possibly fellow Sherlockians, is that the deep friendship between Holmes and
Watson is just not there. The first page was almost disturbing in that regard. Watson is more of
an object then a subject to Holmes, more like the modern adaptations. It's just something that
jumped out at me since other than the 
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series, which is extremely faithful to the original stories, Holmes and Watson have a deep
personal friendship and respect. Watson is a friend, gentlemen, medic, soldier, and chronicler -
not the bumbling sidekick of the Basil Rathbone movies. Anyway, the story, both part 1 and 2,
are excellent and much better than I expected. Highly recommended.”

Charles van Buren, “One of the more exciting Sherlock Holmes tales. This review is of the free
Kindle edition:A Public Domain BookPublication date: May 12, 2012Language: EnglishASIN:
B0082RVDYUBookTHE VALLEY OF FEAR, the fourth and final Sherlock Holmes novel (but not
the final story), is similar to the first Holmes story, A STUDY IN SCARLET, in that it is divided into
two distinct parts with the second part occurring in America. In this novel, Doyle simply made up
American locales and organizations. Though there are some similarities to the Molly Maguires
and the real troubles in the Pennsylvania mining country.Reading this novel without giving it any
forethought was an experience much like the one I had watching FRANKENSTEIN starring Boris
Karloff for the first time. Oh, so many cliches I thought until finally it seeped through my thick
head that these were not cliches at all, these were the originals. I do not know that Doyle
invented many of the now old hat plot devices which he used in this novel but he wrote early
enough that they were certainly not cliches at the time. If imitation is really the sincerest form of
flattery, then Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has been much flattered over the years.This novel is both
mystery and suspense written by a master. SPOILER: if you are looking for a happy ending, be
aware that the forces of evil eventually prevail in this particular encounter between Holmes and
Moriarty. But of course this is not the final chapter in that conflict between titans.Ignore the
Quality Control Issues blurb at the Amazon listing for this FREE edition. Either there were issues
in the past, now corrected, or some hpercritical, OCD people have been at play here.”

DodgyUSA, “Specifically for the audio cds narrated by Stephen Fry TRACK LISTINGS. As Fry
did in his other audio narrations, he is wonderful in the various accents. Like HOUND where Sir
Henry had an American accent, likewise here Birdy Edwards has an accent and Fry matches
the character.Well done.Also as in these other cds there is no tracking. So here it is:Intro: CD1
tracks 2-3Part 1-The Tragedy of BirlstoneChapter 1: The Warning [CD1 tracks 4-13]Chapter 2:
Sherlock Holmes Discovers [CD1 tracks 14-21]Chapter 3: The Tragedy of Birlstone [CD 1 tracks
22-30]Chapter 4: Darkness [CD2 tracks 1-12]Chapter 5: The People of the Drama [CD2 tracks
13-21]Chapter 6: A Dawning Light [CD2 tracks 22-28, CD3 tracks 1-6]Chapter 7: The Solution
[CD3 7-19]Part 2-The ScowrersChapter 1: The Man [CD3 tracks 20-27]Chapter 2: The
Bodymaster [CD4 tracks 1-14]Chapter 3: Lodge 341, Vermissa [CD4 tracks 15-27]Chapter 4:



The Valley of Fear [CD5 tracks 1-9]Chapter 5: The Darkest Hour [CD5 tracks 10-20]Chapter 6:
Danger [CD5 tracks 21-27]Chapter 7: The Trappings of Birdy Edwards [CD6 1-13]”

Sharon Howes, “The Valley of Fear. I love Holmes and I was not disappointed. It was written in a
different style which also kept you guessing.”

Jamie and Heather Hejduk, “Told in two parts. In the first part of the book, Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. Watson arrive at a manor house to investigate the murder of the man of the house. Sherlock
focuses on a single strange clue in the room – a single barbell missing its partner. He solves the
mystery, but not why it happened. That backstory is told in the second part when the man of the
house lived in America and got mixed up in a gang posing as a respectable men’s society.The
way the story was told in the two parts is very effective. The first part is engaging and interesting
throughout. The second part is slow-moving for about half of it. The two parts are of equal length
so sometimes I felt like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle had just added needlessly to the second part to
make is as long as the first. Nevertheless, it’s a good mystery and I only guessed the answers
just a page or two before my guesses were revealed to be correct. I recommend reading The
Valley of Fear.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another great Sherlock Holmes story. Intriguing, interesting and very-
well written, just like the previous three Sherlock Holmes novels. Definitely worth your time if you
like crime books.”

Paul., “3 Plot Twists in the same book.....Awesome!. I loved this book.First part of the book is the
actual murder/mystery with a great twist at the end, which i never saw coming.Second part is the
back story again, with a twist.Then, blow me down!, there's an epilogue with yet another twist at
the end.This book keeps you on your toes.”

Mark K Jackaman, “Bit of an odd one this....is it Sherlock or not...both it seems.. Unusual twist to
this story...started off as a rather good, but short, Holmes and Watson, tale which midway
through veered off into a separate, but linked, tale with the usual quality of characters, plot and
scenery descriptions.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not so much a whodunnit a a whydunnit. Bit of a pot boiler from Conan
Doyle. A two parter - the first part concerns Sherlock investigating a shooting in the Home
Counties, the second explores the US background that led up to it. The story lacks much of the
detail of the deductive skills that we expect and enjoy.The second part is a bit of an oddity, being
Conan Doyle's fantasy about what life is life in a rough mining community. However, it's free, and
even if it's not his best, it;'s still Sherlock.”

C FRANKLIN, “Kindle. I enjoy reading books on my Kindle but must actually admit I prefer the



classics in paper form, not sure why, as modern books seem absolutely apt for an electronic
age! So classics in classic form for me, however a good read and I always enjoy seeing what
Sherlock and Watson will get up to next, even though after years of TV and Movie adaptation
you sort of know it doesn't stop sometimes forgetting the subleties!”

Jeanne, “Holmes and Watson at their best!. Spellbinding and riveting as English and American
police are confronted with blackmail and murder,with finance,romance and social injustice
thrown in for good measure. The original murder runs through out and the mystery deepens.
Holmes sparkles and Watson keeps a good balance.”

The book by Stanley Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,386 people have provided feedback.
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